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SUMMARY 
Graduating PhD computational social scientist who is looking to use his expertise in a data science role 
and tackle impactful real-world problems. I have over 6 years of experience writing code in Python and 
R to analyze large datasets, design algorithms, and construct simulation models. I have also taken 
graduate-level courses in software engineering, machine learning, and Bayesian statistics. 

EDUCATION 
Princeton University, Ph.D., Ecology & Evolutionary Biology 2016 – May 2021 

Graduate Certificate, Computational Science & Engineering  

Yale University, B.S., Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Distinction in the Major 2010 – 2014 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
The Science and Technology Policy Institute, Washington, DC 2014 - 2016 
Data Analyst 

• Conducted data analysis in R to inform decision-making for government officials in the White House 

Office of Science and Technology Policy and other federal agencies.  

• Used social network analysis, NLP (probabilistic topic modeling), and bibliometrics to evaluate the 

outcomes of multi-million-dollar grant programs at the NSF and NIH. 

• Created statistical method to quantify college graduation rates among minority STEM students. 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
Programming Languages 

Python, R, SQL, C (familiar), C++ (familiar) 

Domain Knowledge 

 Machine Learning: scikit-learn, PySpark, regression, classification, clustering 

 Statistics: Bayesian inference & regression, hypothesis testing, brms, pymc3 

 Natural Language Processing: text similarity, topic modeling, text cleaning, regex, TF-IDF, hashing 

 Deep Learning: PyTorch, fastai 

 Cloud & Cluster Computing: multithreading, linux/unix/bash, Slurm HPC, PySpark, AWS EC2 & S3  

 Social Network Analysis & Network Science: igraph, networkx, network structure metrics 

 Data Visualization: ggplot2, matplotlib, seaborn, Gephi, vector art programs 

 Computational Social Science: agent-based modeling, contagions on networks, user behavior

PHD PROJECTS  
Using data science, computational modeling, and algorithm design, I study social networks, collective 
behavior, and information sharing in decentralized social systems—from social media to ant colonies.  

Predicting how information spread creates “echo chambers” in online social networks [Paper] 

• Constructed computational model and custom Python module to simulate how news coverage and 
information sharing (e.g., retweets) can re-organize social networks along political lines. 

• Wrote Python function to implement cutting-edge network science methods. 

• Used Bayesian inference in R (akin to A/B testing) to analyze data from 4,000 Twitter users and 

their 200,000+ followers to determine the effect of news ecosystem on people’s social networks. 

• Ran digital experiments via Twitter’s API that created social networks containing hundreds of users. 

http://www.ctokita.com/
https://github.com/christokita
https://c1c08851-d966-415d-ae6c-45db3543ed5e.usrfiles.com/ugd/c1c088_5cb6b1ab375a497a96507254ba3b5a42.pdf
https://github.com/christokita/information-cascades


 
 
Measuring and preventing user exposure to misinformation on social media  

• Analyzed 125,000 Tweets and 18 million Twitter users in Python to estimate the number of people 
exposure to top trending news articles (both authentic and misinformation).  

• Used Hamiltonian Monte Carlo in Python to estimate user ideology and show that exposure was 

concentrated among one side of the political spectrum. 

• Conducted data-driven simulations of retweet networks in Python, showing that simple platform-

level interventions could decrease the spread of misinformation by up to 60%. 

Modeling division of labor & social networks in ant colonies [Github repo 1] [Github repo 2] 

• Created pipelines for the simulation, analysis, and visualization of large simulated behavioral and 
social network datasets. [Press Release 1]  

• Wrote custom computational models (agent-based models) from scratch in R that matched 

behavioral data from experiments in real ant colonies. [Press Release 2]  

PUBLICATIONS 
6 peer-reviewed articles (3 more in prep), 3 government reports. Available on my Google Scholar page. 

SELECT DEI & LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 
Office of Dean for Access, Diversity, and Inclusion, Princeton University 2018 - Present 
Head Diversity Fellow 

• Led and mentored team of diversity fellows to collaborate with university centers and organize 

events for underrepresented graduate students. 

EEB Scholars Program, Princeton University 2017 - 2019 
Co-Founder and Program Coordinator 

• Planned and executed a diversity preview program that brings underrepresented students to 

Princeton every year to prepare them to apply to graduate school in ecology & evolutionary biology 

https://github.com/christokita/socially-modulated-threshold-model
https://github.com/christokita/fixed-threshold-model
https://www.princeton.edu/news/2020/01/08/ants-and-men-ant-behavior-might-mirror-political-polarization-say-princeton
https://www.princeton.edu/news/2018/08/23/ant-y-social-successful-ant-colonies-hint-how-societies-evolve
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=V21PueQAAAAJ&hl=en
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